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Summary

An integral part of functional genomics studies is to assess the enrichment of specific
biological terms in lists of genes found to be playing an important role in biological
phenomena. Contrasting the observed frequency of annotated terms with those of the
background is at the core of overrepresentation analysis (ORA). Gene Ontology (GO) is a
means to consistently classify and annotate gene products and has become a mainstay in
ORA. Alternatively, Medical Subject Headings (MeSH) offers a comprehensive life science
vocabulary including additional categories that are not covered by GO. Although MeSH is
applied predominantly in human and model organism research, its full potential in livestock
genetics is yet to be explored. In this study, MeSH ORA was evaluated to discern biological
properties of identified genes and contrast them with the results obtained from GO
enrichment analysis. Three published datasets were employed for this purpose, representing
a gene expression study in dairy cattle, the use of SNPs for genome-wide prediction in swine
and the identification of genomic regions targeted by selection in horses. We found that
several overrepresented MeSH annotations linked to these gene sets share similar concepts
with those of GO terms. Moreover, MeSH yielded unique annotations, which are not directly
provided by GO terms, suggesting that MeSH has the potential to refine and enrich the
representation of biological knowledge. We demonstrated that MeSH can be regarded as
another choice of annotation to draw biological inferences from genes identified via
experimental analyses. When used in combination with GO terms, our results indicate that
MeSH can enhance our functional interpretations for specific biological conditions or the
genetic basis of complex traits in livestock species.
Keywords annotation, enrichment analysis, Gene Ontology, Gene, ORA

Introduction
Identifying genes and genetic variants involved in the
etiology of quantitative traits or complex diseases has
received much attention in a wide spectrum of agricultural
species (e.g., Goddard & Hayes 2009). This has been carried
out via comparing changes in gene expression of thousands
of loci derived from tissues in case–control studies. Alternatively, one can conduct large-scale genome-wide association studies or signatures of selection analyses using
high-density panels of genetic polymorphisms (e.g., SNPs).
Regardless of the analysis methods employed, these studies
generate lists of genes suggested to play a role in the
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variation of targeted traits. Typically, these lists are accompanied by mining biological function or biochemical pathways associated with a set of selected genes, which may aid
in the dissection of the genetic basis of complex traits. Such
analysis is often referred to as an overrepresentation
analysis (ORA) by which one assesses whether any of
annotations appear more frequently in a selected gene
group relative to their occurrence by chance in a set of
reference, background genes. This approach has been
extensively used to help interpret the underlying genetic
basis using lists of genes from selected loci since Dr
aghici
et al. (2003). In general, ORA is coupled with structured
biological annotations. Notably, enrichment analysis based
on Gene Ontology (GO) attempts to uncover biological
function(s) that the set of identified genes share with each
other (Ashburner et al. 2000). This ontology comprises
three categories for the purpose of annotating the biological
knowledge of genes: Biological Process (BP), Cellular
Component and Molecular Function (MF). Rich literature
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exists on the development of efficient methods, and a
number of easily accessible software tools are available in
the field of GO ORA; see Khatri & Dr
aghici (2005) and
Rivals et al. (2007) for a review in the context of genomewide expression analysis.
Recently, the Medical Subject Headings (MeSH) vocabulary (e.g., Coletti & Bleich 2001; Nelson et al. 2004) has
been making inroads into ORA. MeSH is a collection of
comprehensive life sciences vocabulary, containing more
than 25 000 clinical and biological annotations. MeSH is
organized in a hierarchical structure and commonly each
publication is associated with 10–15 headings. These
headings represent key topics discussed in the papers and
function to index articles in the MEDLINE database. In
contrast to GO, in which functional ontologies are mapped
to genes, a unique feature of MeSH is that terms are
assigned to literature. Each MeSH descriptor is clustered
into 16 categories; some MeSH categories, such as Diseases,
are not covered in GO, but other categories, such as
Chemicals and Drugs, and Phenomena and Processes, share
similar concepts with those of GO (Osborne et al. 2007). As
MeSH terms are assigned to PubMed literature, an additional step is required to associate MeSH to genes. Several
computational tools, such as Gendoo (Nakazato et al.
2009), GeneMesh (Jani et al. 2010) and MeSHOPs (Cheung
et al. 2012), associate genes with MeSH to permit finding
statistically overrepresented MeSH annotations. Nakazato
et al. (2008) argue that the total number of genes assigned
to MeSH in Entrez Gene is larger than the number of genes
assigned to GO, concluding that MeSH is better annotated
than GO is. These studies have collectively spurred interest
in the use of MeSH for mining biological concepts.
Despite the potential value of MeSH as annotations for
enrichment analysis, pioneering efforts in MeSH is to a large
extent limited to human and model organisms. One particular reason is that there is no tool available to support MeSHbased analysis in livestock species. Recently, Tsuyuzaki et al.
(2015) released a suite of MeSH ORA software by relating
selected lists of genes to MeSH categories for domestic animals
such as cattle, pig and horse. These are open source
BIOCONDUCTOR packages in the R statistical programming
environment and work seamlessly with each other.
The objective of this study was to conduct the first
application of MeSH enrichment analysis for different
livestock species based on data generated by three different
approaches to demonstrate that MeSH ORA can be viewed
as a useful, complementary tool for drawing biological
interpretation of genes associated with specific conditions or
traits. In the present note, we first describe the three
datasets and elaborate on the details of the MeSH ORA
framework applied. Then, we illustrate the application of
MeSH ORA on candidate genes and/or quantitative trait loci
(QTL) regions predicted to have functional roles in economically valuable traits in different livestock species and
compare ontologies obtained through GO analysis. The

paper concludes with a discussion on the utility of MeSH for
providing another picture of the biological and genetic
properties of the traits under study.

Materials and methods
We used three datasets from previously published studies for
the purpose of demonstrating MeSH ORA in animals.
Briefly, these three datasets provide (i) genes that showed
differential expression in preimplantation embryos due to
maternal methionine supplementation in dairy cattle
(Pe~
nagaricano et al. 2013), (ii) genes from major QTL
associated with age at puberty in gilts (Tart et al. 2013) and
(iii) genes under selection in the Quarter Horse (Petersen
et al. 2013). MeSH ID to Entrez Gene ID mapping tables for
the three species were obtained from the ORG.MESH.BTA.DB,
ORG.MESH.SSC.DB and ORG.MESH.EQC.DB packages for bovine,
swine and equine respectively (These packages were
renamed MESH.BTA.EG.DB, MESH.SSC.EG.DB and MESH.EQC.EG.DB
respectively starting from BIOCONDUCTOR 3.1.) (Tsuyuzaki
et al. 2015). The statistical significance of enrichment was
assessed by a hypergeometric test (Adams & Skopek 1987)
in the MESHR package (Tsuyuzaki et al. 2015) to compute the
probability that a certain annotation appears more than
just by chance in the set of selected genes compared to that
of a gene list of reference. The P-value of the hypergeometric
test is given by
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where N is the total number of genes that were analyzed in
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Likewise, we performed GO enrichment analysis using the
annotation mapping packages ORG.BT.EG.DB, ORG.SS.EG.DB and
GO.DB along with the GOSTATS package to assess the significance of enrichment in bovine and swine datasets. Only
MeSH ORA was performed for the Quarter Horse, as an
official BIOCONDUCTOR genome annotation package for horse is
not available yet. Given the set of input genes, the ORA
framework returns a significantly overrepresented list of
annotation terms relative to those annotated with the
overall collection of genes. These highlighted enriched
annotations are biological features postulated to be shared
by the input gene sets. Although P-values can be adjusted
for multiple testing by choosing Benjamini–Hochberg,
Q-value and local false discovery rate methods in MESHR,
we opted not to consider this in an attempt to show a
comprehensive picture of comparisons between MeSH and
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GO. Discussion regarding sensitivity and specificity in ORA
via multiple-testing corrections is, overall, still elusive
(Huang da et al. 2009). All packages used in this analysis
are available in version 2.14 and subsequent releases of
BIOCONDUCTOR (http://bioconductor.org/). The cattle and
Quarter Horse data are available under the GEO accession
number (GSE48147) and at the AnimalGenome.ORG Data
Repository
(www.animalgenome.org/repository/pub/
UMN2012.1130/) respectively.

Results
Estimates of total numbers of genes annotated with MeSH
and GO, the number of selected genes used as inputs in ORA
and the numbers of selected genes annotated with MeSH
and GO for the three datasets are described in Table 1.

Dairy cattle
The central hypothesis tested in Pe~
nagaricano et al. (2013)
study using RNA-seq was that maternal methionine
supplementation around conception can produce epigenetic
changes (e.g., DNA methylation) in the fetal genome
leading to changes in gene expression in early embryos. A
subset of enriched MeSH terms significant at 5% (P ≤ 0.05)
associated with genes in which expression was altered by
maternal methionine supplementation in dairy cattle is
presented in Table 2. The hypothesis was supported by the
MeSH heading Transcription, Genetic (MeSH:D014158) in
the Phenomena and Processes category, whereas similar
concepts were not picked up by GO terms (Appendix S1).
Interestingly, MeSH ORA analysis captured some significant
terms, such as Homocystine (MeSH:D006711) and OmegaN-Methylarginine (MeSH:D019323), that are related to the
process of DNA methylation. Additional terms unique to
MeSH are related to reproduction: Pregnancy, Animal
(MeSH:D011270) and Embryonic Development (MeSH:
D047108). Several MeSH annotations enriched for the
Diseases category have connection to embryo development
such as Abortion, Veterinary (MeSH:D000034); Placenta
Diseases (MeSH:D010922); Pregnancy Complications
(MeSH:D011248); and Embryo Loss (MeSH:D020964), all
of which yield novel biological insights that are otherwise
undetectable if only GO was used (Appendix S1). It is worth
Table 1 Description of the three datasets used. Annotated genes and
input genes represent all the genes in the entire genome and selected
genes of each species that are annotated by MeSH (Medical Subject
Headings) and GO (Gene Ontology).
Annotated genes

Input genes

Species

MeSH

GO

Total

MeSH

GO

Cattle
Swine
Horse

17 130
15 786
9043

17 652
15 663
15 025

222
152
113

207
50
67

186
136
101

noting that several of these significant MeSH terms are
associated with the fibroblast growth factor 2 gene (FGF2),
which was previously associated with early embryonic
mortality in dairy cattle (Khatib et al. 2008). Remarkably,
there is evidence that shows FGF2 can be subject to
epigenetic modifications, which in turn alter its expression
during development (Li et al. 2008). Therefore, our MeSH
analysis uncovers a potential role of the FGF2 gene in the
phenomenon of fetal programming due to maternal nutrition. Also, Mastitis, Bovine (MeSH:D008414), which has an
implication to the immune system, was detected. The
Chemicals and Drugs category identified several MeSH
terms related to immune system such as Receptors, Immunologic (MeSH:D011971); Receptors, Natural Killer Cell
(MeSH:D055607); Interferon-gamma (MeSH:D007371);
Receptors, Cytokine (MeSH:D018121); Interleukins
(MeSH:D007378); and Histocompatibility Antigens Class
II (MeSH:D000949). These MeSH terms tally with significantly enriched GO terms including Defense Response
(GO:0006952), Immune Response (GO:0006955) and
Response to Cytokine (GO:0034097) in the BP domain
and Cytokine Receptor Binding (GO:0005126) in the MF
category (Appendix S1). As pointed out by Pe~
nagaricano
et al. (2013), the alteration of the expression of genes
related to innate and adaptive immune responses could
have long-term implications for the fitness of the offspring,
which warrants further research.

Swine
Age at puberty is a trait associated with the largest
heritability of all reproductive traits in swine. The heritability estimate in the population resource targeted by Tart
et al. (2013) was 38%, whereas the phenotypic variation
explained by the Porcine SNP60 BeadChip (n = 56 424
SNPs, Illumina) was 26%. The hypothesis of the Tart et al.
study was that major QTL regions influencing variation of
age at puberty most likely would include genes involved in
an array of functions associated with reproductive processes, sexual and social behavior, energy metabolism, feed
intake, etc.
A subset of statistically enriched MeSH terms that
deserves particular attention in the area of puberty and
energy metabolism in swine is highlighted in Table 3. In the
Chemicals and Drugs category, Fatty Acid Synthase, Type I
(MeSH:D054890) and Fatty Acid Synthases (MeSH:
D064429) agreed with regulation of the Unsaturated Fatty
Acid Biosynthetic Process (GO:2001279) in BP. Fatty acids
have a role in energy production by ATP synthesis and are
important for energy storage. Tart et al. (2013) found that
energy intake significantly impacts expression of age at
puberty and reported that a reduction in energy intake by
20% delayed age at puberty by about 7 days. One of the
genes associated with MeSH:D054890 is fatty acid synthase
(FASN). Polymorphisms located in FASN were evaluated as
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Category

MeSH ID

MeSH term

Gene ID

Phenomena and
Processes

D014158
D014158
D011270
D047108
D000034
D010922
D011248
D020964
D008414
D008414
D011971
D055607

Transcription, genetic
Transcription, genetic
Pregnancy, Animal
Embryonic development
Abortion, veterinary
Placenta diseases
Pregnancy complications
Embryo loss
Mastitis, bovine
Mastitis, bovine
Receptors, immunologic
Receptors, natural
killer cell
Interferon-gamma
Receptors, cytokine
Interleukins
Homocystine
Omega-N-Methylarginine
Histocompatibility
antigens class II

28116,282291,503620,281877
281429,790164,784768
281161,503620,280873
538769,280955,282291,281161
282470
282470
280843
281161
613869,790164,281877,282470
286836,282344
790164,282467,444877,282390
444877,282390

Diseases

Chemicals and
Drugs

D007371
D018121
D007378
D006711
D019323
D000949

281161,281214,282470,514889
514889,281214
282390,514889
281161
281161
539241

Table 3 Statistically significant MeSH (Medical Subject Headings)
terms related to age at puberty in swine.
Category

MeSH ID

MeSH term

Gene ID

Chemicals and Drugs

D054890

Fatty acid synthase,
type I
Fatty acid synthases
Glycogen
Glucose-6-Phosphate
Glucose transporter
type 3
Sialyltransferases

397561

D064429
D006003
D019298
D051274
D012799

Table 2 Statistically significant MeSH (Medical
Subject Headings) terms related to genes that
showed differential expression in preimplantation embryos due to maternal methionine
supplementation in dairy cattle.

397561
494561
494561
494561
445537

candidates for QTL for growth in cattle (Rempel et al. 2012)
and for QTL for capric fatty acid and polyunsaturated fatty
acids in sheep milk (Garcıa-Fern
andez et al. 2010), whereas
expression level of FASN was correlated with intramuscular
fat in cattle (Jeong et al. 2012). These polymorphisms could
act as potential pleiotropic variants influencing expression
of puberty or fertility as well. This hypothesis was tested by
Elis et al. (2013), who evaluated the expression of FASN and
other adipokine and lipid metabolism genes in adipose tissue
from dairy cows with difference in fertility. Likewise,
Glycogen (MeSH:D006003), Glucose-6-Phosphate (MeSH:
D019298), and Glucose Transporter Type 3 (MeSH:
D051274) support Positive Regulation of Glycogen Catabolic Process (GO:0045819) in BP (Appendix S2). Glycogen
is a multibranched form of glucose storage and energy
source in animals. Only GO analysis uncovered BP clearly
related to processes associated with expression of estrus
including sexual behavior such as Negative Regulation of
Female Receptivity (GO:0007621), maternal behavior such
as Maternal Aggressive Behavior (GO:0002125) or
blood circulation such as Regulation of Systemic Arterial
Blood Pressure by Vasopressin (GO:0001992). The gene

responsible for these functions is arginine vasopressin receptor
1A (AVPR1A). Tart et al. (2013) uncovered polymorphisms
in AVPR1A associated with age at puberty and reproductive
longevity in sows. Only MeSH analysis was able to uncover
ST3 beta-galactoside alpha-2,3-sialyltransferase 1 (ST3GAL1),
a gene member of the sialyltransferases family (MeSH:
D012799) known to be influenced by level of progesterone
in cyclic and pregnant female cattle (Sherblom et al. 1985).

Quarter Horse
In the horse, modern breeds have been intensely selected for
specific characteristics based upon their intended use and
criteria set by each breed registry. Due to this breed
structure, which also includes closed or nearly closed
populations, Petersen et al. (2013) hypothesized that
regions harboring loci critical to breed-specific phenotypes
could be identified within genomic signatures of selection.
Statistically significant MeSH terms identified from lists of
genes underlying genomic signatures of selection in the
Quarter Horse are shown in Table 4. The Quarter Horse is
known for its sprinting ability and heavy muscling; Petersen
et al. (2013, 2014) has shown that variants in the
myostatin gene (MSTN) are associated with skeletal muscle
fiber type proportions more suited for sprinting. Fittingly,
these findings are corroborated by the MeSH term Myostatin
(MeSH:D055435) in the Chemicals and Drugs category.
MSTN also underlies MeSH terms Physical Conditioning,
Animal (MeSH:D010805), Somatotypes (MeSH:D013008)
and Base Pairing (MeSH:D020029) in the category Phenomena and Processes (Appendix S3). Other MeSH terms
include Gait (MeSH:D005684), Motor Activity (MeSH:
D009043), Running (MeSH:D012420) and Physical Endurance (MeSH:D010807). The genes from which these MeSH
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Table 4 Statistically significant MeSH (Medical Subject Headings)
terms related to genes under selection in Quarter Horse.
Category

MeSH ID

MeSH term

Gene ID

Chemicals and
drugs
Phenomena and
processes

D055435

Myostatin

100033832

D010805

Physical
conditioning,
animal
Somatotypes
Base pairing
Gait
Motor activity
Running
Physical
endurance

100033832, 100033834

D013008
D020029
D005684
D009043
D012420
D010807

100033832
100033832
100147177
100033832
100033832
100033834

terms were derived include tumor necrosis factor (TNF) and
double-sex and mab-related transcription factor 3 (DMRT3).
TNF is a proinflammatory cytokine that has been suggested
to activate NF-jB signaling in skeletal muscle (Bhatnagar
et al. 2010), whereas DMRT3 is associated with the ability
of some breeds of horse to perform alternative gaits.
Although the presence of alternative gaits is deemed
undesirable in the Quarter Horse, this locus may appear
as the result of negative selection or due to the allelic
frequency in the population with which the comparison
was performed. Because these terms are not directly covered
in GO, MeSH provides an easily comprehensible interpretation of the genes.
Source code and output reports generated by R MARKDOWN
are available as pdfs in Appendices S1, S2 and S3. Taken
together, our results indicate that MeSH ORA opens the
possibility of discovery of relevant biological phenomena
from genes of interest.

Discussion
Our quest for searching for genes and genetic variants
responsible for the variation of economically important
traits in livestock species is supported in the post-genomic
era by the sheer quantity of genetic polymorphisms.
Annotation of genes is an increasingly important challenge
to fully dissect research findings from large-scale gene
expression or SNP-based genome-wide association analyses.
Thus, the functional characterization of putatively selected
loci becomes more and more crucial as we delve into
deciphering the underlying genetic basis of multifactorial
traits (Soldatos et al. 2015). Further, rich annotation offers
a new avenue to investigate the source of predictive ability
for each annotated genomic region via a genome partitioning approach (Morota et al. 2014). Although DNA-based
enrichment analysis needs to be carefully applied when
moving from variant-level to gene-level inference (Mirina
et al. 2012; Sedeno-Cortes & Pavlidis 2014), the knowledge
gained through GO and similar efforts to characterize genes

should receive more consideration in livestock species. For
instance, the lack of available software tools has posed a
challenge in assessing the enrichment of specific MeSH
annotations in livestock for decades. Thereby, through this
study, we strived to demonstrate that MeSH enrichment
analysis has a potential to aid in the functional interpretation of genes of interest. One potential caveat of ORA is
how reliable the assignment of MeSH and GO terms to gene
products is. For example, more than half of GO annotations
are assigned to bovine genes with evidence codes of IEA
(inferred from electronic annotation; http://geneontology.org/page/download-annotations). Similarly, because
MeSH annotations for some minor organisms were assigned
based on sequence similarity, a cautious interpretation of
results is always advisable (Tsuyuzaki et al. 2015).
Given that MeSH enrichment statistics rely on a great
body of scientific literature, reliability of outcomes should
improve over time as new knowledge gets disseminated via
peer-reviewed articles. We expect that genes will become
better annotated using MeSH with the increase in the
number of high-quality publications. Notably, the demands
for data interpretation are more pressing than ever before
due to the massive amount of data being generated. MeSH
ORA is now available for livestock species as well to meet
this new challenge. When taken together with GO analysis,
MeSH enrichment analysis may help to provide additional
insight into biological interpretation of genes influencing
complex traits.

Conclusions
We deployed the National Library of Medicine’s controlled
MeSH vocabulary, which has gained less attention in nonmodel organisms such as livestock species, for highthroughput data interpretation via literature-derived concepts. The main goal of this study was to identify
statistically significant enriched annotations among a
given list of genes. We found that some overrepresented
MeSH terms linked to selected genes share similar concepts
derived from GO annotations in three agricultural species:
dairy cattle, swine and Quarter Horse. Moreover, we were
able to draw additional information not directly provided
by GO. This implies MeSH enrichment analysis can be
regarded as a supplementary tool to GO analysis. Although
inferring the molecular mechanism on the basis of
statistically significant MeSH or GO annotations alone is
indeed potentially error-prone (Pavlidis et al. 2012), we
contend that ORA is still a critical first step toward
inferring biological interpretations of gene sets potentially
associated with important genetic roles in the phenotypic
variation.
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